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Tutorial Title  
 
Emerging Bidirectional Switches and Their Impact on Future AC Power 
Converters and Applications 
 
Abstract  
 
This tutorial will introduce participants to the emerging technology of monolithic bidirectional (M-BD) 
power switches and the exciting opportunities they will open for future ac power converter topologies and 
their applications.  Wide-bandgap (WBG) power semiconductor technology has opened the door to the 
development of long-sought monolithic bidirectional switches that can block voltage and conduct current 
in both polarities under full gate control in all four quadrants.  Prototype versions of these M-BD devices 
produced in industrial and academic laboratories have been reported with ratings as high as ±1400V and 
±100A.  A section of this tutorial will be devoted to exposing participants to the underlying semiconductor 
technology of these M-BD switches including their operating principles, achievable terminal characteristics, 
technical challenges, and promising M-BD devices reported to date. 

Following this introduction to state-of-the-art M-BD switch technology, the tutorial will focus attention on 
the strong potential this new class of switches holds for having a major disruptive impact on the future of 
power electronics.  In particular, this tutorial will focus on the exciting opportunities that these new switches 
provide for dramatically improving key performance metrics of future dc-ac and ac-ac power converters, 
including their power density, efficiency, EMI suppression, and (eventually) cost.   

Two of the well-known power converter classes that will be among the biggest beneficiaries of the future 
availability of M-BD switches are matrix converters (MCs) and current-source inverters (CSIs).  While the 
appealing advantages of matrix converters for direct ac-ac power conversion have long been recognized, 
the unavailability of M-BD switches has prevented MCs using the baseline 3x3 matrix of ac switches from 
achieving wide commercial success.  After reviewing the basic concepts associated with matrix converters 
and their control, attention will be focused on the opportunities that M-BD switches open for realizing the 
full commercial potential of future MCs in applications such as motor drives. 

Similarly, the future potential of new M-BD switches to revive long-neglected CSI technology will also be 
explored.  Recent work has revealed a variety of appealing properties of CSI-based motor drives in a wide 
variety of dimensions including high-temperature operation, EMI suppression, and enhanced fault 
protection in permanent magnet machine drives.  After reviewing the basic concepts of CSI technology for 
both ac-dc and dc-ac power converters, special attention will be focused on the game-changing potential of 
M-BD switches in future CSI-based integrated motor drives that combine motors and drives into the same 
housing. 

Finally, opportunities to realize the full potential of M-BD switches in promising new power converter 
topologies will be explored.  One particularly exciting development is their application in a new T-Type 
switching cell (TT-SC) topology that provides the basis for designing high-performance WBG-based three-
level voltage-source inverters that can achieve appealingly high power density and efficiency performance 
metrics.  Other promising power converter applications of M-BD switches will also be reviewed. 

Tutorial participants can expect to leave this tutorial with valuable insights into the emerging technology 
of M-BD switches and the opportunities they open for more fully exploiting wide-bandgap switch 
technology to revolutionize the power electronics field.  
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